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15 Pages Published: July 23, 2018 Date Written: June 18, 2018 Spanish Abstract: Culture can be seen as a mixture of potentially connected and relatively strong characteristics of society that define an identifiable human population, such as a nation or ethnic group (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 1991). It can be broken down into
numerous variables that take into account the observed differences between populations that the researcher eventually tries to study. As part of many possibilities, Sigmund Freud in Riots in Culture (1930) chose the concept of culture as synonymous with a complex sum of traits with a moral purpose. In this sense, given the fact that
culture is restrictive (You should not kill) and is in opposition to instintional satisfaction (especially aggression), relentless abdication or atnuation or sublimation of instinctive impulses is the desired result. Thus, the function of culture as a design, according to the Freudian, should be a barrier to naturally defined sexual and violent impulses
in order to create the conditions for an emergency and maintain a peaceful and libidinically united human community. This essay explores some of the implications of Freudian characteristics of culture in light of the current, complex, seemingly posthumous, postmodern state and through the lenses of individual texts of Kant, Nietzsche,
Bataya, Deles, Foucault, Habermas and Lipovetsky. Keywords: Culture, Civilization, Happiness, Suffering, Social Unrest, Cultural Context, Freud, Modern Society, Postmorality, Postmodernism, Kant, Nietzsche, Batay, Deleuze, Foucault, Habermas, Lipovetsky. English Abstract: Culture can be seen as combining potentially connected
and relatively strong social characteristics describing identifiable human populations such as a nation or ethnic group (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 1991). It can be unraveled into many variables, any of which may explain the observed differences between populations that the researcher intends to study. Among the many possibilities
of Sigmund Freud in Civilization and its Discontents (1930) chose the concept of culture as synonymous with a complex sum of traits with a moral purpose. In this sense, given the fact that culture is restrictive (You must not kill) and is in opposition to instinctive satisfaction (especially aggressiveness), instinctive abdication is an ieklusic
result. Thus, the function of culture, according to freudian, is to create a barrier to naturally defined violent and sexual impulses in order to create a condition for the emergence and maintenance of a peaceful, libidinically bound human community. This essay explores some of the implications of this Freudian characteristic of culture in the
light of the current, complex, postmodern state and through the lenses of some of the selected texts of Kant, Nietzsche, Bataya, Deles, Foucault, Habermas and Lipovetsky. Keywords: culture, civilization, happiness, suffering, social discomfort, cultural context, Freud, Modern Society, Posmorality, Postmodernism, Kant, Nietzsche, Bataic,
Deleuze, Foucault, Habermas, Lipovetsky Discomfort in Culture Sigmund Freud Cover 1930.Gender Essay Theme (s) Political Philosophy Original Edition in German Original Title Das Unbehagen in der Kultur Editorial Alliance Austria published in 1930. This work, combined with the mass psychology and analysis of himself, which he
wrote in 1921, is recognized as one of Freud's most relevant works in the field of social psychology and is considered one of the most influential critical texts of the 20th century in social sciences. The main theme of the work is irretrievable antagonism between the demands of the pulse and the limitations imposed by culture. That is, the
contradiction between culture and impulses, where it governs as follows: as culture tries to create ever-increasing social units, it limits the deployment and satisfaction of sexual and aggressive impulses, turning some of the aggressive varnish into guilt. That is why culture breeds dissatisfaction and suffering. The more culture develops, the
more discomfort grows. Therefore, it can also be said that the central theme of the riots in culture is guilt. This approach is not new to Freud, given his focus on his early psychological work. In this work, however, Freud more clearly assesses the role played in these limitations by internal and external influences, their reciprocal effects,
hypothesis overcoated, and indation and clarification of the nature of guilt. This may have damaged the rehearsal building, but it fully meets the goal of guilt as the most important problem of cultural development and shows that the price of cultural progress must be paid with deficits caused by increased guilt. Anxiety in culture. Chapter
VIII. Page 130. The second part of one of the main issues covered will be that pulse of destruction, which is expressed in his sixth chapter, in which Freud develops more broadly his notion of libido, arguing that it should be divided into two different instincts: instinct-object eros and instinct-ego thanatos. This new concept relates, in fact, to
the aforementioned death or human destruction, or an innate tendency to return to inorganic, and its development actually has a long history in Freud's writings, including his research on narcissism and sadomasochism. Freud admits that it may be difficult to accept his view of human nature as predisposed to death and destruction, but he
reasoned that suppressing that instinct was the real reason for the need for restrictions on civilization. Then life and civilization are born and developed as a result of the eternal struggle between these two interpersonal forces of love and hatred. In short, in The Disturbances in Culture he made clear his view of the world, emphasizing the
subordination of civilization to economic needs that impose heavy tributes to both sexuality and aggression in exchange for little security. This is, after all, a work whose interest is significant from sociology. See also the life of polishing and death polishing Sublimation Links - Full Works. Volume XXI. Page 60. Horenstein, Mariano (June
27, 2020). Anxiety in culture. Country. Received on June 27, 2020. Ibid. Strachey, J. (2001) Standard edition of the complete psychological works of Sigmund Freud, Volume XXI (1927-1931), London, Vintage. ISBN 978-0-09-942676-9 Bibliography Freud, Sigmund, Discomfort in Culture, trad. A. Broughtons Munoz, Madrid, Akal, 2017.
ISBN 978-84-460-4384-3. Freud, Sigmund. Full works by Sigmund Freud, Volume XXI - The Future of Illusion, Anxiety in Culture and Other Works (1927-1931). 2. Disturbances in culture (1930). Translated by Jose Luis Echeverri. Buenos Aires and Madrid: Amororta. ISBN 978-950-518-597-9. From Sigmund Freud's edition: Das
Unbehagen in der Kultur. International Psychoanalytic Verlag, Vienna 1930. (Erstdruk) I don't hee W: Sigmund Freud: Gesammelte Werke, geordnet chronologisch, v. 14. Hrsg. vs. Anne Freud unter Mitarbeit von Marie Bonaparte. Imago, London 1948, page 421-516. In: Sigmund Freud: Studienusgabe, v. IX. Fragen der Gesellschaft,
Urspr'nge der religion. Ed. v. Alexander Mitscherlich, Angela Richard, James Strachey. Fischer, Frankfurt-on-Main 1997, ISBN 3-10-822729-7, page 191-270, (with editorial observations and notes; according to this edition cited above) In: Sigmund Freud: Das Unbehagen in der Kultur und and kulereturtheestesteschee. With the
introduction of Alfred Lorenzer and Bernard Gorlich. Fischer-Tashenbuh, Frankfurt-on-Main 1994 und'fter, ISBN 3-596-10453-X, page 29-108. Ed. v. Lothar Bayer and Kerstin Krone-Bayer. Advertising, Stuttgart 2010, ISBN 978-3-15-018697-8. With online and more recent comments. Secondary bibliography by Herbert Bikel, Helmwart
Ierdeis (e.g.) Unbehagen in Der Culture. Variation of zu Sigmund Freuds Kulturkritik. Lit, Vienna, Berlin, Munster 2009, ISBN 978-3-8258-1869-2. Margret Durr, Joseph Christian Aigner Das neue Unbehagen in der and its implications for psychoanalytic pedagogy. Vandenheck and Ruprecht, Gotinga 2009, ISBN 978-3-525-40204-7. Erich
Fromm: The human consequences of instinctive radicalism. Answer to Herbert Marcus. In: Dissent, 1955, p. 342-349 (Cr tica de la interpretacion de Marcus de Das Unease in Kultur) Gerhard Gamman: Interpretation. Sigmund Freud: Discomfort in Culture., in: Interpretations. The main works of social philosophy. Reclam, Ditzingen 2001,
ISBN 3-15-018114-3, p. 108-133. Bernard Gerlich: Betting with Freud. Herbert Marcus reads Discomfort in Culture. In: Ders.: Betting with Freud. Three studies by Herbert Marcus. Nexus, Frankfurt am Main 1991, ISBN 3-923301-39-1, page 55-107 Peter Imbush: Sigmund Freud's discomfort in culture. In: Ders.: Modernand and violence.
Civilization-theoretical perspectives of the 20th century. VS Verlag Fur Sozialwissenschaften, Wiesbaden 2005, ISBN 3-8100-3753-2, p. 87-162 Franz Kaltenbeck: Sigmund Freud: Still discomfort in culture? Diafan, Berlan 2009, ISBN 978-3-03734-069-1. Pierre Kaufmann: Freud: Freudian cultural theory. In: Francois Schenelet (ed.):
History of Philosophy, Volume 8: The 20th Century. Ullstein, Frankfurt am Main and others 1975 Jacques Le Rider, Michel Plon, Gerard Raulet, Henri Rey-Flaud: Autour du Malaise dans la culture de Freud. Press University of France, Paris 1998, ISBN 2-13-049405-6. Herbert Marcus: Drive structure and society. Philosophical contribution
by Sigmund Freud. Translated by Marianne von Eckardt-Jaffe. 17th edition. Suhrkamp, Frankfurt-on-Main 1995, ISBN 3-518-01158-8 (apareci and por primera vez en 1955 bajo el t tulo Eros and civilization, con notas de Max Horkheimer con notas de Max Horkheimer con una interpretaci n orientada a discomfort in culture in culture) Raul
Piao-Ortega: Discomfort in culture. Urban and Schwarzenberg, Munich and others 1985, ISBN 3-541-14211-1 Gunzelin Schmid Noerr Na critique of freudian cultural concept. In: Psyche 47 (1993), page 325-343 Elmar Weible: Society and Culture in Hobbs and Freud. A general paradigm of sociality. Lecker, Vienne 1980, ISBN 3-85409-
018-8 Stefan zweig: Freud's new work Discomfort in Culture, in: Reviews 1902-1939. Meetings with books. 1983 (E-Texto) Enlaces externos La obra, en alemen Datos: No1170621 Obtenido de el malestar de la cultura pdf. el malestar de la cultura freud. el malestar de la cultura resumen. el malestar de la cultura sigmund freud. el
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